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**Abstract**

Research indicates that parental involvement in children’s education is positively related to academic achievement in mathematics; however, there are few studies on the role of parental involvement in the context of developing countries. The purpose of this paper is to document the iterative development using design-based research (DBR) of a home-based intervention intended to support parents’ involvement with their children in mathematics within the Jamaican cultural context. Key components of the home-based intervention included (a) six sets of mathematics-learning materials, each covering foundational early mathematics concepts, and (b) educator-led workshops to support parents’ understanding of the mathematics concepts. Four phases of the DBR process were implemented to create a usable and accessible intervention that was culturally relevant. These phases included (a) developing prototype materials using evidence-based practices and considering local contexts; (b) validating the prototype materials with focus groups comprised of multiple stakeholders; (c) evaluating the cultural relevance of the materials through external review; and (d) examining the feasibility of one set of mathematics learning materials through a small-scale study. Though not reported as part of this paper, we hypothesize that parents’ involvement with their children will increase with the implementation of the intervention.
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**Supporting Parent-Child Interactions in Mathematics**

According to the family support hypothesis, parents who actively participate in their child’s schooling learn concepts, attitudes, and skills that can help them support their child’s success in school (Miedel & Reynolds, 1999). Consequently, developing materials that parents can use in the home to support their child’s mathematical understanding may reinforce concepts taught in school, remediate skill deficits, and assist students’ achievement. The purpose of this paper is to describe the development of home-based intervention to support parents’ involvement with their children within the Jamaican cultural context. We demonstrate how iterative development using design-based research (DBR) of a home-based intervention designed to support parents’ involvement with their children in mathematics could produce an intervention that is usable, feasible, and culturally relevant.

The rationale for designing early elementary mathematics learning materials within a home-based intervention for parents in Jamaica was threefold. First, performance on the mathematics subtests of national exams in Jamaica revealed that the country’s elementary students were not on track to meet the national goal set by the Ministry of Education of having 85% of all fourth-graders demonstrate mastery in numeracy by 2015 (Ministry of Education, 2011). Second, research across content areas, grade ranges, and countries suggests that parental involvement is positively related to academic achievement (Fan & Chen, 2001; Gertler et al., 2014; Miedel & Reynolds, 1999). Third, surveys and assessments administered in Jamaica indicate that the level of parental involvement is low (Education Taskforce, 2004; Rattray & Lawson, 2011) and that Jamaican parents often do not perceive themselves as having the knowledge and skills needed to help their children academically (Munroe, 2009). The goal of this intervention was to address these issues by providing parents in Jamaica support through a home-based intervention that included mathematics learning materials and educator-led workshops. A brief synthesis of the research on the issues around parental involvement in children’s education is described next, followed by an overview of design-based research (DBR) as a mechanism for developing culturally relevant materials for use by parents in a specific context.

**Parent Involvement in Children’s Education**

Research across multiple content areas and grade levels has consistently demonstrated a positive relationship between parental involvement in children’s education and children’s academic achievement (Blevins-Knabe & Musun-Miller, 1996; Hill & Tyson, 2009; Munroe, 2009; Olatoye & Agbatogun, 2009). A study by Hart, Ganley, & Purpura (2016) examined the role of the home math environment (home activities which parents and children engage in that are intended to support math development) and a child’s mathematics achievement for children ranging from ages 3 through 8. All data were collected through parent self-report. It was found that children of parents who reported doing more general mathematics activities at home, such as playing card games that use numbers, had higher mathematics skills; however, parents who reported doing more spatial activities, such as puzzles and building, had children with lower
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It is worth noting, however, that the majority of research conducted in this area was with preschool-aged children (Anders et al., 2012; Blevins-Knabe & Musun-Miller, 1996; DeFlorio & Beliakoff, 2015; LeFevre et al., 2009) and that little work has been done to investigate the impact of parental involvement with children in the primary grades (Fan & Chen, 2001; Jordan, Kaplan, Nabors-Olah, & Locuniak, 2006).

Moreover, much of the research conducted examining the impact of parental involvement on children’s academic outcomes (generally, or on mathematics outcomes specifically) was conducted in Western countries where a variety of educational supports are already available for students (Anders et al., 2012; Blevins-Knabe & Musun-Miller, 1996; Hill & Tyson, 2009; Jordan et al., 2006; LeFevre et al., 2009; Munroe, 2009; Musun-Miller & Blevins-Knabe, 1998; Olatoye & Agbatogun, 2009). Significantly less research on the effectiveness of this type of intervention has been done in developing countries like Jamaica (Powell, 1999). This paper aims to begin addressing this gap in the literature by describing the iterative process of developing mathematics learning materials for use by Jamaican parents at home to support the mathematics learning of their first and second grade students.

**Encouraging Parental Involvement**

Providing parents with structured opportunities to support their children’s mathematical learning at home is important because parents spend more time at home with their children building literacy skills than mathematics-related skills (Blevins-Knabe & Musun-Miller, 1996; Jordan et al., 2006; LeFevre et al., 2009; Musun-Miller & Blevins-Knabe, 1998). Although multiple types of parental involvement are related to students’ academic performance (Epstein, 1994), research indicates that activities in which parents work directly with their children in the home may be the most effective form of parental involvement (Cotton & Wikelund, 2005).

The importance of encouraging parents to work directly with their children in the home was recently demonstrated in Jamaica by Munroe (2009), who sought to identify issues and concerns that may influence parental involvement in education in Jamaica, to subsequently identify solutions that may help increase parental involvement. To do this, Munroe explored the relative contribution of parents’ motivational beliefs, perception of invitations of involvement from others, and perceived life context to their level of involvement in their children’s education. Application of this model revealed that although parents were interested in increasing their level of involvement in their children’s education, schools needed not only to improve parents’ knowledge and understanding of the concepts their children were learning, but also to “provide specific guidance and instruction on developmentally appropriate parental involvement strategies and opportunities for parents to be engaged” (Munroe, 2009, p. 231). The need to provide parents with guidance and strategies on how to support their child’s learning at home has been observed in studies conducted in multiple cultural contexts, specifically with Latinos (Lopez & Donovan, 2009) and with Finnish parents (Silinskas et al., 2010). To design a home-based intervention to be responsive to the needs of Jamaican parents and reflective of the Jamaican cultural context, we designed our intervention using design-based research (DBR) as the underlying framework. This is described in more depth next.
Design-Based Research and Importance of Methodologies that Consider Local Context

Design-based research (DBR) methods provide a valuable opportunity for researchers to collaborate with practitioners and end-users (e.g., parents) to create meaningful changes during the process of intervention design, development, implementation, and evaluation (Anderson & Shattuck, 2012; Cobb, diSessa, Lehrer, & Schauble, 2003; Design-Based Research Collective, 2003). DBR presupposes synergistic relationships among research, design, and development in real-world contexts, such as schools or children’s homes. The process creates a mutually beneficial relationship that allows researchers to solicit input and feedback from those responsible for implementing the intervention by engaging users in defining the problem, identifying solutions, observing the intervention, addressing any problems and/or needs, and in identifying why and how adjustments should be made to the proposed intervention (Wang & Hannafin, 2005). Because end-users of the intervention participate in the development process, they have opportunities to provide feedback and suggestions for improving the intervention and recommendations for contextual changes that may increase ease of implementation.

Incorporating end-user feedback was especially important for this project because the home-based intervention was designed for a specific context. Designing an intervention for use within a specific context requires consideration of the cultural relevance of the materials (Wang & Hannafin, 2005). Cultural adaptation is a process that involves systematically modifying materials to consider the language, culture, and/or context of the target population so as to create materials that are compatible with the end-users’ practices, beliefs, and real-world experiences (Cardona et al., 2012). Bernal and Saenz-Santiago (2006), for example, recommended culturally adapting evidence-based materials and practices to impact specific areas of implementation, by using appropriate methods of intervention delivery, linguistic appropriateness of curricular materials, and understanding of the local context within which the materials will be implemented.

DBR served as a central framework for guiding the iterative development of the culturally-relevant home-based intervention through four key phases: (a) developing prototype mathematics learning materials, including the development of culturally appropriate storybooks and games/activities that would allow us to solicit input from end users; (b) validating the prototype materials with focus groups comprised of multiple stakeholders to allow them to identify issues with the materials and potential solutions to address the issues; (c) evaluating the cultural relevance and mathematical accuracy of the materials through external review by experts; and (d) examining the feasibility of one set of mathematics learning materials through a small-scale study with a sample of parents. Combined, these phases allowed us to determine if the home-based intervention was usable, feasible, and culturally relevant to parents and their children as a way to gain end-user perspective. This iterative development framework can be seen in Figure 1, where the cyclical refinement process across the last three phases is represented by the double arrows. After each phase, the mathematics learning materials and educator-led workshops within the home-based intervention were refined to improve their usability, accessibility, and relevance for parents and their children.
Development of the Prototype Home-Based Intervention
The home-based intervention described in this paper was designed to support parents' involvement and interactions with their children in mathematics in Jamaica. It included two components: (a) six sets of mathematics-learning materials covering foundational early mathematics concepts, and (b) educator-led workshops to support parents' understanding of the mathematics concepts. Each of the six mathematics learning materials included (1) an overview of the targeted mathematics concept, (2) one or more mathematics games, (3) a storybook that incorporated mathematics questions, and (4) explicit connections between the mathematics concepts and the home environment. An educator-led workshop accompanied each set of mathematics learning materials to teach parents how to use the materials. The main objectives of these workshops were to provide parents with (a) conceptual understanding of the target mathematics content (one mathematical concept or skill for each workshop) and (b) an opportunity to practice using the mathematics learning materials with each other before interacting with their children.

The home-based intervention was based on theoretical principles of mathematics learning that support the development of mathematical knowledge in children and adults alike. In addition, we incorporated evidence-based practices to make the mathematics learning materials and educator-led workshops...
maximally useful, accessible, and relevant to parents and their children. The design principles underlying the development of the prototype home-based intervention are described next.

**Foundations of Mathematics Proficiency**

Given that elementary students in Jamaica were not on track to meet the national goal set by the Ministry of Education (Ministry of Education, 2011), we organized the mathematics learning materials around the “three critical prongs of mathematical proficiency” identified in Jamaica’s National Comprehensive Numeracy Programme (Ministry of Education, 2011, p. 24). Those prongs are (a) conceptual understanding, (b) procedural fluency, and (c) problem-solving and strategic reasoning. Each set of materials was also aligned with one of six core early numeracy concepts (i.e., making tens, multiples of ten, etc.) that reflected the Ministry of Education’s priorities, and matched the topics taught during the academic year.

**Conceptual Understanding**

Conceptual understanding can be defined as knowledge that facilitates understanding of the interrelationships between concepts or pieces of knowledge within a domain (Rittle-Johnson & Alibali, 1999). Rather than focusing on the awareness and understanding of isolated mathematics skills and processes, conceptual understanding refers to flexibility in mathematical thinking that enables the thinker to represent mathematical situations in multiple ways (with the understanding that different representations may be useful for different purposes) and knowing how various representations are similar, different, and related (Hallet, Nunes, & Bryant, 2010; Kilpatrick, Swafford, & Findell, 2001).

**Procedural Fluency**

Procedural fluency refers to “knowing how” to do something—often how to follow a sequence of steps or actions to solve a problem (Hallet et al., 2010; Rittle-Johnson & Alibali, 1999). Procedural fluency has also been defined more broadly as knowing mathematical procedures, knowing when and how to use them, and possessing the skills to perform them flexibly, accurately, and efficiently (Kilpatrick et al., 2001).

Integration of conceptual understanding and procedural fluency supports overall mathematical proficiency. For example, when learning the concept of number, students who thoroughly understand critical concepts (such as place value) and are skilled in procedures (such as operations with single-digit numbers) can extend their understanding to new areas, such as operations with multi-digit place numbers (Kilpatrick et al., 2001). Designing learning opportunities that integrate concepts and procedures helps students learn important mathematical skills efficiently, reason about the plausibility of their responses, communicate about mathematical concepts, and develop a deeper level of proficiency.

**Problem-Solving and Strategic Reasoning**

Strategic competence—or the ability to identify, formulate, represent, and solve mathematical problems (Kilpatrick et al., 2001)—requires not only conceptual understanding of the mathematics behind a given problem, but also accurate knowledge of the sequence of action needed to solve the problem. To be successful problem-solvers, students must be able to understand the problem situation and then
develop a mathematical representation that can be used to solve it. This process involves multiple skills and strategies, including distinguishing relevant from irrelevant information (de Jong et al., 1998; Heinze, Star, & Verschaffel, 2009).

These elements of mathematical proficiency were integrated directly into the mathematics learning materials and the educator-led workshops for parents.

**Evidence-Based Practices (EBPs)**

We incorporated evidence-based practices in mathematics education into both components of the home-based intervention. These practices included explicit and systematic instruction, use of visual representations, game-based learning, and the inclusion of literacy activities. In addition, instructional design principles to improve accessibility were integrated into the development of the intervention.

**Explicit and Systematic Instruction**

Because the majority of parents were not teachers and likely have not received any training on effective, evidence-based strategies on how to support their children’s learning they would be likely to benefit from specific guidance on how to support their children’s learning at home (Silinskas et al., 2010; Lopez & Donovan, 2009). To address this need, we incorporated principles of explicit instruction into the design of the intervention with the intent of providing a consistent structural framework throughout the material so that the delivery of the mathematics concepts would remain relatively constant even as the content increased in mathematical complexity. To support successful modeling of task completion we incorporated scaffolded examples and opportunities for parents to practice with their children. In an effort to minimize confusion and maximize understanding we included clear, mathematically precise and consistent language to introduce, describe, model, and review the foundational mathematics concepts within the context of the home-based activities. To reinforce for parents and children that mathematics is not only about “getting the right answer,” we included questions to extend children’s thinking and provide them with opportunities to verbalize their mathematical thinking and understanding, a strategy found to be positively related to mathematics success (Gersten et al., 2009). In addition, highly scripted training materials were included so educators could lead workshops and support parents’ conceptual understanding of mathematics concepts while delivering workshops with fidelity.

**Visual Representations**

Visual representations such as manipulable models, pictures, diagrams, and tables can be an effective tool for supporting mathematically focused activities and discussions between parents and children because they make abstract mathematical concepts more tangible and comprehensible (Flores, 2002; Gersten et al., 2009). Results from a meta-analysis of instructional design features that support students’ learning found that visual representations have a moderate positive effect (mean $g = 0.47$) for supporting students’ mathematical thinking and understanding (Gersten et al., 2009). For example, to support understanding of the numbers that combine to make 10, a “tens frame” (i.e., 0+10, 1+9, 2+8, etc.), can be used as both a model and a diagram to support student learning.
The benefits of using visual representations include: (a) supporting students’ ability to make sense of and reason about mathematical concepts and tasks, (b) helping students to organize and share their thinking and to construct mental models of mathematical ideas, (c) making abstract mathematical concepts more tangible, and (d) strengthening students’ understanding of the connections between procedures and concepts or between various mathematical strategies (Mitchell, Charalambous, & Hill, 2014). Visual representations are often incorporated into board games that may be found in the home, such as the number path in *Chutes and Ladders*. Following this example, the mathematics learning materials developed for the home-based intervention incorporated visual representations such as a number path, tens frame, and hundreds chart whenever possible.

**Game-Based Mathematics Learning**

Engaging games can be used to support formal and informal mathematics learning by increasing the time children spend working with mathematics outside of school. In a qualitative study, Park, Chae, and Boyd (2008) observed that block play supported children’s ability to learn complicated mathematics concepts and engage in complex thinking in a school context. Playing number games (linear-number board games, in particular) helped students develop a range of mathematical skills, including familiarity with numbers, numerical estimation skills, and multiple representations of numbers (Ramani & Siegler, 2008; Whyte & Bull, 2008). Young-Loveridge (2004) found significant effects on young children’s numeracy skills after an intervention that included playing mathematics games and reading mathematics-related storybooks. For the games, the researcher included games in which the outcome was determined by chance (e.g., by rolling dice). She hypothesized that this chance element may have enhanced children’s interest in the game.

Since game-based learning has been shown to support parent engagement and involvement (Ramani & Siegler, 2008; Thompson, Gillis, Fairman, & Mason, 2014), we integrated games into the mathematics learning materials including bingo, dice games, number-path games, and card games. Whenever possible, the elements of chance and competition among players were built into the game. Game boards and directions were provided, and game pieces included readily available materials (e.g., pebbles, beans, etc.).

**Integrating Mathematics and Reading**

Empirical studies of the relationship between mathematics and literacy indicate moderate, positive correlations between the two constructs as early as preschool (Purpura, Hume, Sims & Lonigan, 2011; Purpura & Napoli, 2015) and throughout the elementary and secondary grades (Adelson, Dickinson, & Cunningham, 2015). Results of a recent study in which a dialogic reading intervention explicitly focused on quantitative and spatial mathematics language, revealed significant positive gains in children’s acquisition of mathematical language and significant improvements in their general mathematics skills (Purpura, Napoli, Wehrspann, & Gold, 2017). Similar to much of the research focused on parental involvement, the majority of research conducted to-date investigating the relations between literacy and mathematics has been conducted in the United States. Consequently, the current study affords an opportunity to explore the role of
mathematical storybooks promoting mathematics learning in a new context.

Because many parents are more at ease with reading than mathematics (Anders et al., 2012), weaving mathematics concepts into storybooks may provide parents with a familiar structure for engaging with their children in mathematical thinking. Mathematics books for young children often focus on critical mathematical concepts such as counting, cardinality, and place value. Similarly, integrating mathematics into reading activities provides parents with an opportunity to focus explicitly on mathematics vocabulary that is often more abstract (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008) and provides children with opportunities to practice deriving meaning from other sources beside text, such as figures, graphs, and tables. Moreover, frequently and purposefully integrating mathematics and reading can help children understand that the two tasks are not necessarily separate and distinct.

Because of the positive relation between reading and mathematics performance (Purpura et al., 2017), we also included a storybook with mathematics learning materials. Each storybook included embedded mathematics questions that related to the storyline (e.g., a story about football might ask questions about the number of total goals scored by both teams).

Two additional approaches were implemented to design accessible and relevant learning materials to promote parental involvement: (a) integrating principles of universal design for learning (UDL; Center for Universal Design, 2007), and (b) ensuring the cultural relevance of materials.

**Universal Design for Learning**

UDL is based on the premise that learning materials can be made more accessible for the target population by carefully weighing their needs when developing the materials (Rose, 2000). CAST (2011) proposed a series of guidelines for applying UDL to the design of learning materials that promote equitable use, a UDL principle that we embraced in our work. The CAST guidelines promote flexibility and adaptability of the materials to various users’ needs.

We incorporated the principles of UDL to design mathematics learning materials that would be maximally usable and accessible by parents when working with their children. For example, to support parents with varying levels of literacy, all mathematics learning materials included pictorial as well as verbal directions. We also included activities that could be adapted to the mathematical skill levels of parent and child (e.g., increasing or decreasing complexity). To make the materials simple and intuitive to use, we incorporated everyday objects (e.g., beans, rocks) into the games and provided models for successful completion of the activities (e.g., how to spin a spinner and use the spinner to determine how many spaces to move a token along the number path). To ensure that information was readily comprehensible, we relied on varying presentation modes and formats (e.g., pictorial, verbal, tactile) and included clear, mathematically precise, and consistent language to introduce, describe, model, and review mathematics concepts.

Table 1 illustrates four UDL principles, several of the proposed guidelines, and how we addressed these guidelines in the development of the mathematics learning materials and educator-led parent workshops.
Table 1.  
*Methods for incorporating UDL principles in mathematics learning materials*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Guidelines</th>
<th>Examples of incorporation of UDL in materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principle 1: Equitable use</strong></td>
<td>Offer all users the same means (identical or equivalent materials)</td>
<td>Parent handouts, children’s learning materials, and children’s activities/games were all designed identically.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use an appealing design</td>
<td>Parent handouts, children’s learning materials, and children’s activities/games included engaging illustrations, manipulatives, and low levels of text density. In addition, games were revised to be less like homework and more engaging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principle 2: Flexibility in use</strong></td>
<td>Adapt to user pace</td>
<td>Parents were able to work at home with their children at whatever pace was needed to enable their children to master the targeted concepts. Storybooks had questions at various levels to allow parents to adapt to the child’s math ability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accommodate right-handed and left-handed users</td>
<td>Manipulatives in activities/games were designed for ambidexterity, such that they could be used by participants who were left- or right-hand dominant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accommodate a wide range of literacy skills</td>
<td>All materials (training materials, activities/games) were designed with attention to word density and to ensure that literacy challenges did not introduce a source of variance irrelevant to the mathematical construct being taught. Children’s storybooks were written taking into consideration word count and grade level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principle 3: Simple and intuitive use</strong></td>
<td>Arrange information by importance</td>
<td>All materials were designed such that the basic understanding of the task/concept would be established prior to building fluency in performing the task. For example, parents established a conceptual understanding of the mathematics before playing the game and answering questions posed in the storybook.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide feedback and prompting after task completion</td>
<td>Workshops included questions parents could ask during and after the game to check for understanding, as well as guidelines for providing useful and meaningful feedback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eliminate complexity</td>
<td>We made the activities as explicit and easy to understand as possible (while still focusing on challenging mathematics content).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principle 4: Perceptible information</strong></td>
<td>Use different modes of presentation (pictorial, verbal, tactile)</td>
<td>Parent workshop materials incorporated visual, verbal, and tactile presentations of content, as well as opportunities for parents to record salient information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximize legibility of information</td>
<td>Key words and phrases were bolded to make them easy to read. All text was presented in legible typefaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Differentiate elements in ways that can be described (i.e., make it easy to give instructions or directions)</td>
<td>Activities/games distinguished between what parents were supposed to say before the activity/game (instructions), questions they could ask during the game, and specific feedback they could provide to their child.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cultural Responsiveness and Relevance
A culturally relevant curriculum is one “that empowers students intellectually, socially, emotionally, and politically by using cultural referents to impart knowledge, skills, and attitudes” (Ladson-Billings, 1994, p. 382). Using culturally relevant texts and materials that incorporate aspects of students’ life experiences can improve students’ reading comprehension by activating prior knowledge (Anderson, 1994; Carrell, 1987; Hickman, Pollard-Durodola, & Vaughn, 2004). To promote the acceptance and relevance of the mathematics learning materials developed for this project, we incorporated relatable and familiar aspects of Jamaican families’ daily lives, such as idiomatic language, extracurricular interests (such as music and sports), and cultural icons and customs (such as major festivals). We provide illustrative examples of some of these revisions we made based on feedback from stakeholders later in the paper.

Focus Groups: Revising Prototype Learning Materials to Increase Usability, Accessibility, and Relevance
Following the development of prototype mathematics learning materials, we engaged in a cyclical refinement process comprised of three steps as shown in Figure 1. The first phase involved soliciting input from stakeholders on the prototype materials through focus groups. According to Krueger (2009), focus groups are a viable methodology for collecting information that informs program development and decision-making. Conducting focus groups at different points in the development of a product or program may serve a variety of purposes: (a) to gain an understanding about how the target population understands and values a particular topic; (b) to pilot-test prototypes created based on the information obtained during the focus group; and (c) to evaluate the effectiveness, usability, and/or feasibility of a product after it has been developed (Krueger, 2009). The use of focus groups integrated well into the DBR framework because it provided an opportunity for researchers to collaborate with end-users during the process of design and development of the mathematics learning materials to gather meaningful and iterative feedback that could increase ease of implementation.

We conducted six focus groups targeting different stakeholders including (a) staff of the Ministry of Education, (b) curriculum developers, (c) teachers, (d) parents and caregivers, (e) community leaders, and (f) members of local advocacy groups. The purpose of these focus groups was to help us gain a better understanding of the Jamaican education system and culture, and to gather information to support the development of home-based intervention to be culturally relevant and respectful.

The primary goal of the focus groups was to hear the stakeholders’ views on the usability, accessibility, and relevance of the prototype learning materials. Specifically, given the generally low rates of literacy within the target population, we solicited stakeholders’ input about the accessibility of the materials for parents, the cultural relevancy of the games for Jamaican families, the ease with which the materials could be implemented and
disseminated among parents, and other cultural considerations that might influence the usability and utility of the materials for parents with their children at home. All six focus groups were conducted by members of the research team; each lasted 1–2 hours. Field notes and audio or video recordings were obtained and subsequently analyzed for themes by one member of the research team and verified by other members who participated in the focus groups.

We received specific feedback about the components of the home-based intervention, and additional themes emerged during the focus groups. When demonstrating the game, the feedback received was constructive. Concerns were raised about the significant amount of text and the use of extensive scripting, specifically using “teacher-speak” as opposed to language parents would use with their children. For example, stakeholders suggested replacing “What is another strategy?” with “Show me another way.” Participants in one focus group observed that the game looked like homework because it required paper to draw. Although they saw the benefit of the activity, they thought that parents in the target group (a) might not be able to follow along, given the substantial amount of text, and (b) might feel uncomfortable and anxious implementing the activity with their children owing to the reading and writing skills required. Participants suggested using common items found in and around homes (e.g., beans, rocks) to decrease the game’s similarity to schoolwork and to make it more accessible. Stakeholders observed that the prototype games lacked the cultural relevance needed for parents to be fully engaged and enthusiastic about implementing them with their children. For example, the prototype mathematical game did not reflect typical game play since it required using paper and pencil.

Although the prototypical game was designed using the principles of UDL, we further considered how to increase the usability of the materials based on the feedback, and reconceptualized the instructions to make them more simple and intuitive to use. The prototype mathematics game was revised, as can be seen in Figure 2. For greater accessibility of materials and relatability of language, we revised the directions for conciseness and added visual representations to help guide all parents, regardless of literacy level. We also provided parents with dice to play the game. To make the game appear less like homework and to increase engagement and enjoyment, we revised the game to make it more competitive, “game-like”, and reflective of typical game play. These recommendations were applied to all of the mathematical games created for the project.
Prototype mathematics game before focus groups

**Before**

**Fluency Connection: Spinning Circles**

**Goal:** I can create equal groups of stars.

**Materials:** spinner, pencil, paper clip, paper (optional: beans, crayons, or markers)

_____ groups of _____ circles.

"Today, we are going to make equal groups of objects."

"I’ll show you how to play first. We are going to complete the statement _____ groups of circles by spinning this spinner two times and filling the blanks with the numbers the spinner lands on."

Spin the spinner once. "My spinner landed on 5. I’ll start writing 5 groups of _____ circles on this sheet of paper. Now I’m going to spin the spinner again to complete the statement."

Spin the spinner again. "My spinner landed on 3. Let’s complete the statement as 5 groups of 3 circles."

"Now I’m going to draw 5 groups of 3 circles."

Draw the groups of stars to match the statement either in equal groups or in an array.

---

Grade 1: "I’m going to count to see how many circles I have. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15. 5 groups of 3 circles is 15 circles."

Grade 2 option A: "I’m going to skip count to see how many circles I have. 5, 10, 15. 5 groups of 3 circles is 15 circles."

Grade 2 option B: "I know there are 15 circles because 5 groups of 3 is 15."

"You spin the spinner and I will write our statement."

Spin the spinner two times and write the statement [# groups of # circles]."Draw 15 groups of # circles."

"How many circles are there?"

Potential questions to ask:

- "Can you write an expression to match our drawing?"
- Grade 1 repeated addition (e.g., 5 groups of 3 is 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3)
- Grade 2 multiplication (e.g., 5 times 3 is 5 x 3)

"What is another strategy we could use to find the number of stars?"

"What's another way we could count to 15?"

Potential corrective feedback:

- "Be careful. 5 groups of 3 means you need 5 groups. Draw 5 circles and put 3 stars in each circle."
- "Let's try counting them again. I'll label each group as we skip count."

---

Revised mathematics game after focus groups

**After**

**MULTIPLICATION AS EQUAL GROUPS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROCK ON MATH!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>STEP 1</strong> Roll both dice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STEP 2**

**STEP 3** How can we find the total number of rocks? [Answers: skip-count by 3 or 4, add 3 four times, multiply 3 times 4] |

**STEP 4** Can you make a story for me that describes 4 groups of 3? |

---

**Figure 2.** Mathematics game before (left) and after (right) receiving feedback from stakeholders through focus groups.
We solicited feedback on prototype storybook pages (Figure 3). The feedback was generally positive. Participants noted that the amount of text seemed appropriate for parents and children in the target population. However, they observed that the materials did not appear culturally relevant because they lacked a relevant storyline (or context) and relatable real-world situations. To remedy these problems, they suggested that the storybooks have characters and authentic storylines. In addition, they noted the importance of using culturally relevant words and avoiding language that was not common in Jamaica, such as “freeway” and “candy.”

To respond to this feedback, an experienced author of short stories composed a storyline to be used across the intervention reflecting activities commonly experienced by children in Jamaica (e.g., going to the marketplace, playing football). Applying principles of UDL to ensure the storybooks were designed using evidence-based practices, each storybook was about 20 pages long with 10 illustrations, and the text was leveled to be appropriate for children in Grades 1 and 2. Though the text was leveled using US guidelines, the editors were experienced in developing books situated in international contexts. Sixteen mathematics questions, eight per grade level, were embedded into the storyline. Illustrations were created by an educational publishing group with previous experience developing storybooks for projects in international contexts. To maintain consistency, two main characters were used for all of the storybooks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prototype storybook</td>
<td>Revised storybook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before focus groups</td>
<td>after focus groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 3. Storybook</td>
<td>Figure 3. Storybook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before (left)</td>
<td>after (right)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receiving feedback</td>
<td>receiving feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from stakeholders</td>
<td>through focus groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reflecting feedback</td>
<td>stakeholders</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 3. Storybook before (left) and (after) receiving feedback from stakeholders through focus groups.*
Several other themes emerged from the focus groups, specifically concerning the usability, accessibility, and relevance of the learning materials for the target population. Notably, stakeholders suggested that the materials be scripted for each workshop to support future implementation of the home-based intervention and for potential scalability. Highly scripted training materials were proposed so that Jamaican educators could lead workshops and support parents’ conceptual understanding of mathematics concepts while delivering workshops with fidelity. To address these concerns, the workshops were scripted in a way such that educators had time to model how parents could ask questions of their child, how to play the game and read the storybook, and how to dig deeper into the concepts.

Stakeholders shared concerns about the widespread fear of mathematics, noting a “cultural fear of mathematics.” Efforts were made to reduce mathematics anxiety—for example, by including a jingle about mathematics and encouraging active parent engagement during the workshop. In addition, stakeholders alluded to the perception of differential ability in mathematics based on gender, suggesting that the materials be explicitly designed to dispel this misconception. To incorporate these suggestions, we focused on dispelling gender stereotypes and incorporating awareness of cultural conceptions of mathematics into the development of materials and during workshops. Consequently, the storylines of the books presented successful experiences with mathematics by girls and boys alike.

Overall, because prior research (Education Taskforce, 2004; Rattray & Lawson, 2011) has indicated that Jamaican parents do not perceive themselves as having the knowledge and skills required to support their children, feedback from the focus groups helped us to refine the prototypical materials for the home-based intervention that parents were familiar with and about which they had less anxiety—such as bingo and hopscotch.

External Review: Evaluating the Home-Based Intervention for Mathematical Accuracy and Cultural Relevancy

As shown in Figure 1, the next step in the refinement of our materials was to conduct a review of the home-based intervention from experts. Researchers and practitioners have undertaken external review processes in specific content areas to examine the appropriateness of curricular materials for their use and appropriateness (Bryant et al., 2008; Hughes & Dexter, n.d.; Simmons & Kame’enui, 2003). An external review process integrated seamlessly with the DBR framework because it provided an opportunity for the researchers to seek input from mathematics experts, practitioners, and key stakeholders such as the Ministry of Education, to ensure mathematical accuracy and cultural relevancy during the design and development process.

Evaluating Mathematical Accuracy

The home-based intervention as a whole was reviewed by an early childhood mathematics expert based in the U.S. but with extensive experience in international mathematics education. The expert reviewed the materials for (a) the extent to which the activity/game accurately targeted or represented the target mathematics content, (b) mathematical accuracy and clarity, (c) appropriateness of mathematical vocabulary, (c) appropriateness and accuracy of visual representations, (d) alignment of the activities/games to national content standards, (e) overall flow and pacing of the workshop, and (f) age/grade-level appropriateness of the
activities/games. The materials were also reviewed by representatives of the Jamaican Ministry of Education, who provided additional feedback on usability, accessibility, and generally found the materials to be appropriate, fun, and engaging for parents. Among the revisions made to the home-based intervention at this phase were making sections of the workshop shorter, scripting sections more thoroughly to ensure fidelity to the mathematics pedagogy, and including more examples and modeling to provide additional clarity for parents.

Evaluating Cultural Relevance
Because the storybooks were rooted in the Jamaican culture and needed to be relevant to Jamaican families, we also conducted a systematic review of the storybooks for their cultural relevance. An expert in Jamaican cultural studies from a university in Jamaica reviewed the storybooks for (a) the proper use of Jamaican English (appropriateness of language and grammar practices customary in Jamaica), (b) the cultural relevance of the storylines (appropriateness of games, events, names), (c) the appropriateness of the images (whether the images seemed identifiable for local parents and children), and (d) the pertinence of the storylines to Jamaican life and culture. The expert noted that the books made use of proper Jamaican English, included culturally relevant storylines, incorporated appropriate images, and were pertinent. When necessary, the reviewer provided specific feedback and suggestions on aspects of language and culture. For example, a suggestion was made to use *maths* instead of *math*, depending on context. As another example, the word “*candies,*” which is not used by locals, was changed to “*sweeties.*” One storybook referenced an outdated theme from Jamaican culture, which was then updated to reflect more relevant and appropriate contextual relevance. While offering clarifications and minor revisions, the Ministry representatives found the materials to be appropriate, fun, and engaging for parents.

Feasibility Study: Evaluating the Feasibility of the Home-based Intervention Prior to Implementation
After revisions were made to the mathematics learning materials and educator-led parent workshops based on the focus groups and the external review, we conducted a small-scale feasibility study using materials from one workshop to answer the question of “Can it work?” (Orsmond & Cohn, 2015). The feasibility study with Jamaican parents tested whether an educator could be trained to implement the educator-led workshop, whether the pacing of the workshop was appropriate, and whether the end-users (the parents) could grasp the concepts as presented in the workshop. In addition, the feasibility study invited the participation and feedback of stakeholders in a naturalistic setting, and considered the cultural relevance of parents, aligning with our DBR framework (Wang & Hannafin, 2005).

A Jamaican educator was selected by the Ministry to support the feasibility study. The educator received one day of training on how to implement the mathematics learning materials with parents in a workshop format. The
following day, the educator conducted the
workshop at a convenient location for
participating parents or caregivers. Seven
parents or caregivers of children in Grades 1 and
2 were selected by the Ministry of Education to
participate in this feasibility study. All seven
resided in a rural community and received
federal assistance. All were women. The
workshop lasted for approximately 3 hours.

Parents were asked to try the mathematics
learning materials with their children before a
scheduled follow-up session. At the follow-up
session, parents described their experiences as
they played the games and read the storybook
with their children. Field notes and audio or
video recordings were obtained and
subsequently analyzed for themes, similar to the
focus groups.

Several themes emerged from the
feasibility study. The first was that the project
design with educator-led parent workshops was
feasible for both the educator and the parents.
The educator was able to use the script created
to deliver the workshop materials to parents as
intended. She was able to play the games after
having them modeled and playing with us. She
was also able to keep the parents interested and
engaged. The scripted workshop materials
ensured delivery with a reasonably high degree
of fidelity after the educator had been trained by
our research team. Fidelity was informally
measured as the alignment between the script
and the educator’s actions with parents. The
educator maintained the integrity of the script
and only made minor changes to provide
additional explanations when needed.

A second theme from the feasibility study
was that both the educator and parents were
able to use the mathematics learning materials.
The educator was able to use the manipulatives
effectively, and parents were able to engage with
the materials. Of the three parents who came to
the follow-up session, all were able to play the
game successfully with their children. One of the
returning parents read the storybook with her
children without any challenges. The other two
parents did not read the storybook owing to time
constraints. It was unknown as to why the other
four parents did not return for the follow-up
session.

Another tentative finding was that the
mathematics learning materials offered the
appropriate level of challenge, fun, and
engagement for parents and children. During the
workshop, parents appeared to have fun
engaging with the materials and working with
the educator. During the follow-up session,
parents reported having enjoyed learning the
material during the workshop and liked working
together with other parents. Parents also
reported that the game was fun to play with their
children. All agreed that the games and
questions in the storybook were appropriately
challenging for their children.

Finally, we observed that the content of
the workshops needed to be streamlined to
reduce the time requirement. During the
training session with the educator, the script was
modified to improve clarity and engage parents
more actively. Even so, to deliver the workshop
as scripted, the educator spent approximately 3
hours with the parents. The amount of content
was reduced for future workshops so as to keep
parents more engaged over a shorter duration of
time (about 2 hours). Overall, the feasibility
study allowed us to identify issues in the
feasibility of implementation and adjust the
educator-led workshop and mathematics
learning materials accordingly.

Discussion
This paper provided an example of a home-
based intervention to support parent-
involvement in mathematics with a focus on
parents of primary-school children, an area
where research has been limited (Anders et al.,
A home based intervention to support parental involvement

The purpose of this paper was to describe the iterative development using DBR of a home-based intervention to support parents’ involvement with their children in mathematics in Jamaica. The home-based intervention included mathematics learning materials covering foundational early mathematics concepts and educator-led workshops to support parents’ understanding of the concepts and use of the materials. We described the iterative phases of DBR to incorporate end-users’ feedback throughout the development process. Research activities described include focus groups, an external review, and a feasibility study.

Care was taken to design mathematics learning materials that address multiple prongs of numeracy and incorporate accessibility features, such as UDL and visual representations, and are culturally relevant. In addition, the materials incorporated evidence-based practices, such as explicit and systematic instruction, use of visual representations, game-based learning, and storybooks, to maximize parent-child interactions (Purpura et al., 2017; Ramani & Siegler, 2008). Accessibility was attended to by incorporating the principles of universal design and culturally relevant materials and activities. The feasibility study showed that parents found the materials usable, accessible, and culturally relevant.

A major factor that shapes the level of parent-child interactions is how the learning materials are introduced to parents. The educator-led workshops with parents were highly scripted for purposes of scalability and to permit the materials to be implemented as designed. It is critical to prepare parents to help their child achieve conceptual understanding of the topic before transitioning to the game-based learning and the storybook. Keys to effective preparation are appropriateness in pacing, accuracy in content, integration of cultural relevance and engagement, and reduction of anxiety throughout the process.

Implications for Future Implementation of the Home-based Intervention

The iterative development of the mathematics learning materials for parents and their children and the educator-led workshops was necessary for the intervention to be culturally and age/grade-level relevant, feasible for families, and usable by families with differing educational backgrounds and reading levels. Through the iterative process, it became increasingly clear that cultural relevance was important for parents’ engagement in the materials, particularly because many of them do not see themselves as mathematicians or fluent in mathematics, and because the researchers developing the materials did not have a background in the Jamaican culture. Furthermore, the scripting of the educator-led workshops provided the necessary specifications for the workshops to be scaled in a systematic way even though the educators may have various backgrounds.

The DBR framework that guided each phase in the development cycle shown in Figure 1 provided distinct pieces of feedback from stakeholders and reviewers to ensure that the home-based intervention was maximally usable, accessible, and culturally relevant. The focus groups helped set the stage for designing materials that were culturally relevant by providing insights into the Jamaican culture such as mathematics anxiety, gender stereotypes, and so on. The focus groups were also helpful in providing some initial feedback into the usability and accessibility of the prototypical materials from the stakeholders’ perspectives. The focus groups served as an
important phase in our project and underscored the importance of involving those who would be using the materials early in the development process (Anderson & Shattuck, 2012).

Next, after the learning materials were developed based on the feedback we received from the focus groups, we scripted an educator-led workshop. We conducted an external review to examine the materials for mathematical accuracy and cultural relevancy. The purpose of this review was to determine if we reached our goal of designing maximally usable, accessible, and culturally relevant materials based on the feedback we received during the focus groups. Experts reviewed the mathematical accuracy of the materials and general relevance of the content. However, a separate review was conducted to examine the cultural appropriateness of the storybooks to the Jamaican culture. Because the focus groups highlighted a sense of mathematics anxiety and some issues with gender stereotypes, we wanted to make sure that the storybooks were relatable and brought in familiar parts of the Jamaican culture, while dispelling a sense of gender roles related to mathematics. The feedback we received from the external reviewers helped to make the final materials more meaningful and relevant.

Finally, the feasibility study with Jamaican parents tested whether an educator could be trained to implement the workshop, whether the pacing was appropriate, and whether parents could grasp the concepts as presented in the workshop. With some fine-tuning of the materials, we concluded that we met our goals: The educator could successfully lead the workshops, the pacing was appropriate, and parents could grasp the content. We also found that parents liked working with the materials, which gave us some confidence about the appropriateness, relevance, and level of engagement created by the materials.

We hypothesize that the use of the research-based, rigorously designed, and culturally relevant mathematics learning materials described in this paper will increase the quality and quantity of parents’ interactions with their children, thus serving to raise children’s performance in mathematics. It should be noted, however, that the outcomes of parents’ involvement and engagement have not been analyzed in this paper. We expect that the effectiveness of home-based interventions described here could impact parent involvement and engagement. The iterative design used to gather and assimilate feedback about the accuracy and cultural relevance of the home-based intervention may help support the future development and design of learning materials across cultures and contexts in which resources are limited and parents may need support to design and implement mathematics learning opportunities at home.

Notes
1. Specific to this paper, parental involvement refers to ways in which mathematics learning can be facilitated at home — for example, by providing parents with information, materials, strategies, and ideas about how to support their children’s learning of content taught in school (Sheldon & Epstein, 2005).
2. Collaborating with the community and learning at home may both be examples of parental involvement (Epstein, 1994), the former involves parents working indirectly to support their children by participating with the community to strengthen school programs and family practices, while the latter involves parents working with their children directly.
Author’s Note
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